. To get such decomposition, (i), The authors introduce some auxiliary function space WE 1, q (R D ) and WE
1, q (R D ) L 1 (R D ) Ḟ 0 1, q (R D ) ⊂ WE 1, q (R D ) ⊂ L 1 (R D ) +Ḟ
Introduction and main results
The Riesz transforms on R D (D ≥ 2), which are natural generalizations of the Hilbert transform on R, may be the most typical examples of Calderón-Zygmund operators (see, for example, [6, 13, 14] and references therein). It is well known that the Riesz transforms have many interesting properties, for example, they are the simplest, nontrivial, invariant operators under the action of the group of rotations in the Euclidean space R D , and they also constitute typical and important examples of Fourier multipliers. Moreover, they can be used to mediate between various combinations of partial derivatives of functions. All these properties make the Riesz transforms ubiquitous in mathematics and useful in various fields of analysis such as partial differential equations and harmonic analysis (see [13, 14] for more details on their applications).
The Riesz transform characterization of Hardy spaces plays important roles in the real variable theory of Hardy spaces (see, for example, [3, 13] ). Via this Riesz transform characterization of the Hardy space H 1 (R D ) and the duality between H 1 (R D ) and the space of functions with bounded mean oscillation, BMO(R D ), Fefferman and Stein [3] further obtained the nowadays so-called Fefferman-Stein decomposition of BMO(R D ). Later, Uchiyama [20] gave a constructive proof of the Fefferman-Stein decomposition of BMO(R D ). Since then, many articles focus on the classical Riesz transform characterization and the Fefferman-Stein decomposition of different variants of Hardy spaces and BMO spaces; see, for example, [1, 2, 7, 9, 22] and references therein. Recently, Lin et al. [8] established the Hilbert transform characterization of Triebel-Lizorkin spacesḞ 0 1, q (R) and the Fefferman-Stein decomposition of Triebel-Lizorkin spacesḞ 0 ∞, q ′ (R) for each q ∈ [2, ∞). Yang et al. [23] obtained the Fefferman-Stein decomposition for Q-spaces Q α (R D ) and the Riesz transform characterization of P α (R D ), the predual of Q α (R D ), for any α ∈ [0, ∞).
As was pointed out by Lin et al. in [8, Remark 1.4] , the approach used in [8] for the Hilbert transform characterization of Triebel-Lizorkin spacesḞ 0 1, q (R) can not be applied toḞ 0 1, q (R D ) when D ≥ 2, which needs to develop some new skills. In this article, motivated by some ideas from [8, 23] , we establish the Riesz transform characterization of Triebel-Lizorkin spacesḞ 0 1, q (R D ) and the Fefferman-Stein decomposition of TriebelLizorkin spacesḞ 0 ∞, q ′ (R D ) for all D ∈ N := {1, 2, . . .} and q ∈ [2, ∞). In order to state the main results of this article, we now recall the definition of the Triebel-Lizorkin spaceḞ 0 1, q (R D ) from [16] ; see also [17, 18, 19, 5] . Let S (R D ) and S ′ (R D ) be the Schwartz space and its dual respectively, and P(R D ) the class of all polynomials on R D . Following [16] , we also let 
, and j∈Z | ϕ(2 j ξ)| = 1 if ξ = 0, where c is a positive constant. Write ϕ j (·) := 2 Dj ϕ(2 j ·) for any j ∈ Z. Let q ∈ (1, ∞). Then the homogeneous Triebel-Lizorkin spaceḞ 0 1, q (R D ) is defined to be the set of all f ∈ S ′ ∞ (R D ) such that
with equivalent topologies; see, for example, [24, Proposition 8.1] and [11, Theorem 6 .28] for an exact proof.
(ii) From [5, p. 42] , it follows thatḞ 0 1, 2 (R D ) = H 1 (R D ) with equivalent norms. Obviously, for any q ∈ [2, ∞),
Now we recall the definition of the dual space ofḞ [4, p. 70] , where 1/q + 1/q ′ = 1.
where the supremum is taken over all dyadic cubes Q in R D and ℓ(Q) denotes the side length of Q.
, which was proved before in [3] .
Next we recall the definition of the 1-dimensional Meyer wavelets from [21] ; see also [8, 10, 12] for a different version. Let Φ ∈ C ∞ (R), the space of all infinitely differentiable functions on R, satisfy
In what follows, the Fourier transform and the reverse Fourier transform of a suitable function f on R D are defined by
From [21, Proposition 3.2] , it follows that φ :=Φ (the "farther" wavelet) is a scaling function of a multiresolution analysis defined as in [21, Definition 2.2] . The corresponding function m φ of φ, satisfying φ(2·) = m φ (·) φ(·), is a 2π-periodic function which equals √ 2πΦ(2·) on the interval [−π, π). Furthermore, by [21, Theorem 2.20], we construct a 1-dimensional wavelet ψ (the "mother" wavelet) by setting ψ(ξ) := e iξ/2 m φ (ξ/2 + π)Φ(ξ/2) for any ξ ∈ R. It was shown in [21, Proposition 3.3] that ψ is a real-valued C ∞ (R) function, ψ(−1/2−x) = ψ(−1/2+x) for all x ∈ R, and
Such a wavelet ψ is called a 1-dimensional Meyer wavelet.
Meyer wavelets are constructed by tensor products as follows. Let
By [21, Proposition 3.1] and arguments of tensor products, we know that, for any
. From the proof of [5, Theorem (7.20) ], it follows that, for any f ∈ S ′ ∞ (R D ),
For any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D} and any f ∈ S (R D ), denote by R ℓ (f ) the Riesz transform of f , which is defined by setting
Since (1.4) and (1.6) hold true, by [23, (5. 2)], we know that, for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, (λ, j, k), ( λ, j, k) ∈ Λ D and |j − j| ≥ 2, we have
where (·, ·) denotes the inner product in L 2 (R D ). Now we recall the wavelet characterization ofḞ 0 1, q (R D ) andḞ 0 ∞,q (R D ) (see, for example, [5, Theorem (7.20) 
and
where χ denotes the characteristic function of the cube [0, 1) D . Moreover, there exists a positive constant C such that, for all
and there exists C > 0 such that for all dyadic cube Q,
Remark 1.6. By Remark 1.2(ii) and Theorem 1.5, we also obtain the wavelet characterization of
To consider Fefferman-Stein type decomposition forḞ 0 ∞,q (R D ), we need to study some properties relative to frequency. Hence we use Meyer wavelets to introduce the auxiliary function spaces WE 1, q (R D ). We consider the linear functional on these function sets and consider some exchangeability of Riesz transform and some sums of orthogonal projector operator defined by Meyer wavelets.
Let q ∈ (1, ∞) and f ∈ S ′ ∞ (R D ). For any s ∈ Z, N ∈ N and t ∈ {0, . . . , N + 1}, let
It is easy to see that We know, ∀N ≥ 1, the function
It is easy to see that
is complete with the above induced norm.
are function sets, not Banach spaces. Moreover, the following equalities are not true
In fact, the above two equal signs both have to be changed to the inclusion sign "⊂".
For A, we can use distributions to define their dual elements.
We write l ∈ A ′ .
A ′ is a linear space. In fact, for α, β ∈ C and l 1 , l 2 ∈ A ′ , we know that
are the same as which on the linear space
. Now we are ready to state the first main auxiliary result of this paper.
For q = 2, due to the equation (1.12), the above Theorem 1.14 is evident. For general q, the proof of this theorem will be given in the final section.
Next we state the second main auxiliary result which will be needed in the proof of our Fefferman-Stein type decomposition. We will use certain exchangeability of Meyer wavelets and Riesz transform to prove Theorem 1.15 in section 2.
where R 0 := Id denotes the identity operator.
Fefferman-Stein decomposition says, for some function space A, there exists some space B satisfying B A such that, for f ∈ A, there exist f l ∈ B such that
The functions in B have better properties than those in A. But a function in A has been written as a linear combination of a function in B and the n images of functions in B under correspondingly the n Riesz transformations. Such a result brings certain conveniences in PDE and in harmonic analysis. The following theorems 1.17 and 1.18 tell us that we have also Fefferman-Stein decomposition forḞ 0 ∞, q (R D ). By Remark 1.10(iv), we know that, for any
The following conclusions indicate that the above inclusions of sets are proper, which are extensions of [8, Remark 1.8] . The proof of theorem 1.17 will be given at section 3.
Combining Theorem 1.15, Remark 1.10(iv) and some arguments analogous to those used in the proof of [8, Theorem 1.7] , we obtain the following Fefferman-Stein decomposition ofḞ 0 ∞, q (R D ), the proof will be given in the final section.
By Theorems 1.14 and 1.18, we have
where R 0 := Id denotes the identity operator. 
as a whole to choose t 1 s, N ∈ {0, . . . , N + 1} such that (2.5) below holds true, while not to choose t ℓ s, N ∈ {0, . . . , N + 1} such that (2.5) below holds true for each ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D} separately as in [23, (6.6) ]. Using this technique, we successfully overcome those difficulties described in [8, Remark 1.4] .
In Section 3, we prove Theorem 1.17. To this end, we first give a 1-dimensional Meyer wavelet satisfying ψ(0) = 0 (see Example 3.1 below), which is taken from [21, Exercise 3.2] . By using such a 1-dimensional Meyer wavelet satisfying ψ(0) = 0, we then finish the proof of Theorem 1.17 via tensor products and some arguments from the proof of [8, Remark 1.8] . Comparing with that proof of [8, Remark 1.8], we make an additional assumption that ψ(0) = 0 here, which is needed in the estimate (3.4) below.
In Section 4, we give the proof of Theorems 1.14, 1.18 and 1.19. Finally, we make some conventions on notation. Throughout the whole paper, C stands for a positive constant which is independent of the main parameters, but it may vary from line to line. If, for two real functions f and g, f ≤ Cg, we then write f g; if f g f , we then write f ∼ g. For q ∈ (1, ∞), let q ′ be the conjugate number of q defined by 1/q + 1/q ′ = 1. Let C be the set of complex numbers and N := {1, 2, . . .}. Furthermore, ·, · and (·, ·) represent the duality relation, respectively, the L 2 (R D ) inner product.
Proof of Theorem 1.15
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.15. To this end, we need to recall some well known results.
The following conclusion is taken from [5, Corollary (8.21) ]. 
The following lemma is completely analogous to [8, Lemma 2.2], the details being omitted.
Moreover, there exists a positive constant C such that, for all j ∈ Z and f ∈ WE 1, q (R D ),
Proof of Theorem 1.15. We first show the necessity of Theorem 1.15. By Remark 1.10(iv) and Theorem 2.1, we have
which completes the proof of the necessity of Theorem 1.15. Now we show the sufficiency of Theorem 1.15. To this end, for any
, it suffices to show that, for any s 1 ∈ Z, N 1 ∈ N and f s 1 , N 1 := P s 1 , N 1 f defined as in (1.9), we have
where the implicit constant is independent of s 1 , N 1 and f . Indeed, assume that (2.1) holds true for the time being. Owing to (1.8), for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, there exists a sequence {f
By this and the orthogonality of {ψ λ j, k } (λ, j, k)∈Λ D , we know that, for each ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D},
and, similarly,
From (2.2), (2.3) and (2.1), we deduce that
This, together with Theorem 1.5 and the Levi lemma, implies that f ∈Ḟ 0 1, q (R D ) and
which are the desired conclusions. Thus, to finish the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 1.15, we still need to prove (2.1). To this end, fix s 1 ∈ Z and N 1 ∈ N. In order to obtain the WE
, by (2.2) and (2.3), it suffices to consider s := s 1 + 1 and N := N 1 + 2 in (1.10) and (1.11). For such s and N , there exist t (0) s, N , t (1) s, N ∈ {0, . . . , N + 1} such that
.
In the remainder of this proof, to simplify the notation, we let g 1 := f s 1 , N 1 for any fixed s 1 and N 1 , t j := t for any i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {0, 1}.
We
which, together with Lemma 2.4 and
Thus, by this,
and (2.6), we obtain
Moreover, for each ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, we have
Hence, by (2.9), (2.5),
, Remarks 1.6 and 2.2, (2.7) and Lemma 2.4, we conclude that, for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D},
From (1.8), it follows that, for each ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, there exist {τ
For any h ∈ L ∞ (R D ) and j 0 ∈ Z, let
Moreover, from (2.10), we observe that, for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D},
which, combined with h 0 L ∞ (R D ) 1 and (2.10), further implies that
From this, Theorem 2.3 and (2.8), it follows that
which, together with Remark 1.2(ii), (2.7) and Lemma 2.4, further implies that
Furthermore, by (2.4), we find that
which, combined with (2.11), implies that g 1 = a 1 + a 2 ∈Ḟ 0 1, q (R D ) and
This finishes the proof of Case I. Case II. t 0 > t 1 . In this case, we write g 1 = b 1 + b 2 + b 3 , where
Similar to (2.9), for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, we know that
By (1.8), we know that, for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, there exists a sequence {f
which imply that
Hence, by this, (2.12), (2.5),
, Remarks 1.6 and 2.2, and Lemma 2.4, we conclude that
Thus, I
(ℓ)
. Moreover, by Remark 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, we have
and (2.13), we deduce that
On the other hand, for any
By (1.8), we know that
which implies that
From an argument similar to that used in (2.14), it follows that
Thus, by (2.17), (2.16), (2.18),
and (2.15), we conclude that
Therefore, by this,
and (2.18), we obtain
which, together with (2.15), implies that
Furthermore, by (2.4), we know that
which, combined with (2.19) and Theorem 2.3, implies that b 3 ∈ H 1 (R D ) and 
Moreover, by (2.4), we obtain
which, together with (2.21) and Remark 1.2(ii), further implies that
This finishes the proof of Case II. Case III. t 0 < t 1 . In this case, we write g 1 = e 1 + e 2 + e 3 , where
Q j (g 1 ) and e 3 :=
Similar to (2.9), for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, we have
For any h ∈ L ∞ (R D ), let
By an argument similar to that used in the proof of h 0 ∈ L ∞ (R D ), we conclude that By (1.8) , we know that, for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, there exists a sequence {f
which, together with (2.22), imply that
Hence, by this,
We notice that
Therefore, by this, (2.24) and h 1 L ∞ (R D ) 1, we obtain
. From this, (2.23) and Theorem 2.3, we deduce that
Then, by this,
and Lemma 2.4, we know that e 3 ∈ L 1 (R D ) and
For each ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, we observe that
By this and (2.5), we know that, for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D},
This, together with (2.26)
(see (2.4)), Theorems 1.5 and 2.1, and (2.26), further implies that, for each ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D},
Furthermore, for any ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, we notice that
By Theorems 1.5 and 2.1, Remark 1.2(ii) and Lemma 2.4, we conclude that
which, together with (2.28) and (2.27), implies that
Now we need a useful identity from [15, p. 224, (2.
and (2.30), we deduce that
which, combined with Theorem 2.1 and (2.29), implies that
Again, by Remark 1.2(ii) and Lemma 2.4, we obtain
which, together with (2.31), implies that
(2.32)
Combining with (2.26), (2.32) and (2.25), we obtain
which completes the proof of Case III and hence Theorem 1.15.
Proof of Theorem 1.17
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.17. To this end, we first provide a 1-dimensional Meyer wavelet satisfying ψ(0) = 0, which is taken from [21, Exercise 3.2] .
|ξ| − 1)). Then, by [21, Exercise 3.2], we know that Φ ∈ C ∞ (R) satisfies (1.1) through (1.5) . Following the construction of the 1-dimensional Meyer wavelet, we obtain the "father" wavelet φ, the corresponding function m φ of φ, and the "mother" wavelet ψ.
By the proof of [21, Proposition 3.3 (ii)], we know that, for any x ∈ R, 
We first estimate J 1 . Observe that, for any ξ ∈ [2π/3, π], by (1.3), we know that Φ(ξ/2) = 1/ √ 2π. Moreover, from 
which further implies that
Now we deal with J 2 . Observe that, for any ξ ∈ [π, 4π/3], by (1.3), we know that Φ(ξ/2) = 1/ √ 2π. Moreover, from 0 ≤ 2 ). Hence, by the construction of Φ again, we have
Finally, we estimate J 3 . We first write ). Hence, from the construction of Φ, we deduce that
which, together with (3.1), further implies that
Combining the estimates of J 1 , J 2 and J 3 and the construction of g, we obtain
which completes the proof of Example 3.1.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.17.
Proof of Theorem 1.17. (I) Suppose that q ∈ [2, ∞), φ and Φ are defined as in the construction of the 1-dimensional Meyer wavelets. Moreover, we assume that the 1-dimensional Meyer wavelet ψ satisfies ψ(0) = 0. For any
The inclusion relation in (i) of Theorem 1.17 is easy to see. In order to prove (i) of Theorem 1.17, it suffices to show thatḞ 0
Then, by the multiplication formula (see [15, p. 8, Theorem 1.15]), (1.4), (1.2), (1.6) and the assumption ψ(0) = 0, we obtain
provided that j < −M for some positive integer M large enough. Therefore, we have
which, combined with Theorem 1.5, implies that ψ 0 ∈Ḟ 0 1, q (R D ). This finishes the proof of (i) of Theorem 1.17.
(II) Then we use Daubechies wavelets to proof (ii) of Theorem 1.17. We know that there exist some integer M and a Daubechies scale function
where e = (1, 1, · · · , 1). Let Φ(x) = Φ 0 (x − 2 M +1 e) and let f be defined as
For j, j ′ ∈ 2N, j = j ′ , the supports of Φ(2 j x) and Φ(2 j ′ x) are disjoint. Hence the above f (x) in (3.6) belongs to L ∞ (R D ). The same reasoning gives, for any j ′ ∈ N,
Now we compute the wavelet coefficients of f (x) in (3.6).
For j ′ ≥ 0, by orthogonality of the wavelets, we have
By the same reasoning, for the case j ′ ≥ 0, we know that if
By the above estimation of wavelet coefficients of f (x) and by the wavelet characterization ofḞ 0 ∞,q ′ (R D ) in (ii) of Theorem 1.5, we conclude that f ∈Ḟ 0 ∞,q ′ (R D ). That is to say,
, we know that 
The equations (3.7), (3.8) and the continuity of Riesz operators onḞ 0 ∞,q ′ (R D ) implies the conclusion (ii).
4 The proof of Theorems 1.14, 1.18 and 1.19
We prove first Theorem 1.14
That is to say, 
≤1
| l, f | < ∞.
The condition (4.1) means l ∈ L ∞ (R D ), the condition (4.2) means l ∈Ḟ 0 ∞,q ′ (R D ). Hence we have the following inclusion relation:
Further, it is known that
Hence we have (4.4)
Moreover, we know that (4.5)
The equations (4.3) , (4.4) and (4.5) implies the Theorem 1.14.
Then we prove Theorem 1.18.
Proof. By the continuity of the Riesz operators on theḞ 0 ∞,q (R D ), we know that if Proof. By the continuity of Riesz operators onḞ 0 1,q (R D , there exists a positive constant C such that, for all f ∈Ḟ 0 1, q (R D ),
To prove 1
it is sufficient to prove
But ∀g ∈ S ∞ (R D ) Ḟ 0 ∞,q ′ (R D ), by Theorem 1.18, there exists g l such that g l WE R l g l . Hence, we have
